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1.0  Surface Destruction due to Pulsed Heating

1.0.1  Problems increasing pulsed power

Attempts to increase pulse power, duration or energy lead to the electrode destruction in
EVD (electro-vacuum devices). This limits further growth of pulsed power for klystrons,
magnetrons, pulsed light sources and other types of EVD. This barrier has a significant
practical value. For example, it was possible to increase the output power for CW
klystrons from 1kW [1] to 1MW [2] over the last two decades. However, during the same
period of time the maximum output power of pulsed klystrons has only increased from
20MW [3] to 38MW [4]. The reason limiting further growth of output power is the
destruction of metal by pulsed heating.

The metal surface of an EVD heats up during each pulse and cools down in between the
pulses. Expansion and contraction of the surface causes internal stresses which in turn cre-
ate non-uniformities. Their amount rises with the number of pulses. When the latter is
high enough, the non-uniformities join together and create microcracks. Microcracks
make heat conduction more difficult causing a sharp rise in the surface temperature so that
the outer layer starts to melt, spray out, and evaporate. Metal spray and evaporation from
anodes and collectors leads to intensive metal condensation onto isolators and cathodes. It
also causes electrical breakdown and eventually makes devices fail. This chapter is
devoted to these phenomena of metal destruction induced by pulsed heating.

Let’s say a few words on terminology. The pulsed heating we consider corresponds to a
typical regime of EVD widely used in radar applications. Specifically, we are talking
about pulse durations on the order of 1µs with a time between the pulses of about 1 ms.

1.0.2  Pulsed heating specifics

During pulsed heating contrary to a steady state process only a thin outer layer gets
heated. Its temperature doesn’t have time to reach a stationary value. Another difference of
pulsed heating regime (from cyclic heating and also from typical mechanical applications)

1. Some of the material in Ch. 7 namely paragraph 7.2 considers the specifics of electron flux heating and
thus doesn’t appear to be of much interest to ARDB. Results of 7.3 seem to agree with what has been cal-
culated by our group. This is why these two paragraphs are not translated to any level of detail (B.P.)
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is that a very large amount of pulses (up to 1011) is required for normal operation of an
EVD.

1.0.3  Three regimes of pulsed heating

One can distinguish three groups of pulsed heating regimes.

1. Small impulse power (very little metal evaporation and no permanent damage).

2. Large impulse power (small evaporation in the beginning; after a certain number of
pulses breakage of the metal surface accompanied by intensive evaporation).

3. Ultra large impulse power (power per unit area up of 1-100MW/cm2). Used for weld-
ing, cutting and drilling with electron beam.

Here, we only consider the second group.

2.0  Electron penetration depth

Electron penetration depth is important. From different experimental data one can derive a
simple dependence

, (7.2)

where ρ - density, g/cm3; δ - penetration depth, cm; E - electron energy, keV. This formula
is applicable for electron energies in the range of 0.5MeV to 3GeV.

3.0  Pulsed heating due to electron flux

Consider metal heating with an electron flux. The metal surface temperature is changing in
time as shown on fig. 7.5.

FIGURE 7.5: Surface temperature vs. time during pulsed heating
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In this paragraph we concentrate on the calculation of∆T - the difference between the
maximum and minimum surface temperatures. Solution of heat conductance equation for
a semi-infinite body and a rectangular heat pulse shows that by the end of the pulse the
surface temperature rises by

, (7.3)

where∆T - pulsed temperature rise,oC; P - flux power, W/cm2; τ - pulse duration, s;λ -

heat conductance, cal/(cm s); c - heat capacity, cal/(goC); ρ - density, g/cm3.

For pulsed (contrary to CW) heating∆T can not be changed by variation of   neither metal
thickness nor cooling parameters.

4.0  Metal destruction by a pulsed electron flux

4.1  Analogy with cyclic mechanical stress

The phenomenon of metal destruction by a pulsed electron flux has not been studied in
detail. Therefore we take several ideas from the better developed field of mechanical
destruction of materials. Studies there have shown that a metal gets destroyed due to inter-
nal strain caused by a cyclic force. It is typical for all types of cyclic forces (expansion,
contraction, bending etc.) that a metal doesn’t break immediately but it rather does so after
certain (fairly large) number of pulses. Typical experimental curves [29] of stress ampli-
tude vs. number of cycles before destruction are shown in fig. 7.11.

∆T 0.27P τ
λρc

---------------------=
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Stress amplitude is less than a certain “safety threshold” in the horizontal region. There
metal only experiences deformations which do not cause fatigue and do not lead to
destruction. When the stress amplitude exceeds the safety threshold it causes plastic defor-
mations. Those when accumulated lead to the metal destruction. Horizontal region corre-
sponds to the so-called elasticity limit. There are several different definitions of this
concept. We will define it as a stress amplitude that causes the first plastic (residual) defor-
mation (more discussion on this will follow).

Metallic surface heated by a pulsed electron flux eventually gets destroyed. This destruc-
tion doesn’t occur immediately but rather after a certain amount of pulses, similar to the
one caused by mechanical stress. The number of pulses needed for a surface to break
depends on the pulsed temperature rise. This dependence has horizontal and linear slope
regions, i.e. there is a “safe” pulsed heating temperature rise. If the latter does not exceed a
certain safe limit then the pulsed electron flux doesn’t destroy the metal. Below we will
describe physical phenomena that define both regions. We will also suggest formulas to
calculate them.

Let us mention another phenomenon found in mechanical stress studies. Mechanical stress
causes a large number of microscopic cracks to be created inside a metal. As the number
and the size of those cracks grow many other properties of metal change. For example the
change in electrical resistance [33] is shown on 7.12.

a. kgs≡ 10kg×g ≡ 9.807Newtons(B.P.)

FIGURE 7.11: Typical curves of metal lifetime under the cyclic stress (Stress amplitude (kgsa/

mm2) vs. number of cycles before destruction for two kinds of steel and an alloy)
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For mechanical stress studies the electrical resistance increase is considered as a side
effect which can be used for diagnostics. For electron flux heating, however, this phenom-
enon has a principle significance. Since the cracks cause the electrical resistance increase
they also decrease the heat conductance of a metal. This leads to an increase of both equi-
librium and pulsed components of temperature followed by melting and intensive evapora-
tion of the outer surface.

4.1.1 Safe pulsed temperature rise

The simplest calculation of a safe pulsed temperature rise is the following. By the end of
the pulse the surface is heated but the main body of the metal has no time to warm up.
Consider a small surface volume of size l×l and depth d. Let us assume that it is uniformly
heated and its temperature exceeds the one of a main body by∆T. If nothing prevented it
from expansion its length and width would grow by

. (7.12)

However, since it is connected to the rest of the metal those two cannot change. This is
why a contraction stress occurs in the metal

, (7.13)

whereσ is stress, E is a Young modulus, andµ is Poisson’s ratio. Combining 7.13 and
7.12 we get

FIGURE 7.12 Percent growth of electrical conductance vs. number of cycles of mechanical stress
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. (7.14)

For pulsed heating not to destroy a metal it is necessary that the stress amplitude not
exceed its elasticity limit for pulsed contraction. So, the safe temperature boundary is
defined as

. (7.15)

The physical meaning ofσ is elasticity limit. However, one cannot directly use the values
of σ      from reference books in 7.15. This formula requires a dynamic limit of   elastic-
ity for compression stress at the safe temperature. Reference literature, however, usually
quote staticσ for expansion of heat-treated metal at room temperature. Those two values
may differ by a significant factor because

1. dynamic σ     is a lot higher than a static one [33]

2. σ for compression    could be bigger than the one for stretching [34]

3. σ for deformed metal is several times higher than for heat-treated metal [35]

4. σ goes down with temperature [35]

Therefore σ     could be several times higher thanσref given by reference books. Since
modern references do not have values forσ   let’s assumeσ=3σref. Substituting this and
µ=1/3 in 7.15 we get an approximate formula

, (7.16)

where∆Ts is a safe amplitude of pulsed temperature rise,σref - elasticity limit from refer-

ence books (static   elasticity limit for stretching of heat-treated metal at 200C); E - Young

modulus, α- linear expansion coefficient at 200C.   Similar formula was published in
1960 [36]. However, it gives factor of 2-3 lower values than the experiment [37]. This is
why we hope 7.16 will have a better agreement with experimental data. Let’s calculate
∆Ts for metals widely used in pulsed EVD. There is some spread in values forσref      and
E published in different reference books. We use the values from [38] (actively used by
EVD designers) and [39]. Calculations of 7.16 are shown in table 7.5.
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The results are amazing. Copper which sustains continuous heating for up to about 5000C
in CW EVD breaks by pulsed electron flux causing a surface temperature increase of only

∆T>1100C. Tungsten which sustains 25000C   heating in light bulbs breaks under pulsed

heating when∆T>8430C. We conclude that for any metal the safe temperature for pulsed
heating is significantly smaller than the safe temperature for continuous heating. For the
latter the “absolutely safe” temperature (one monolayer evaporates in 30,000 hours) is
about 1/2 Tmelting. For pulsed heating it’s about 1/3 Tmelting (table 7.6)

From 7.3 we can find a safe value of . Pulsed heating below this value doesn’t cause
surface destruction. Results are shown in table 7.7.

a. This could be a typo in the original. Probably, the correct units are kgs/mm2.

According to modern references E=9×105 kgs/cm2 for copper. (B.P.)

TABLE 7.5: Safe pulsed heating temperature rise. Rows: Cu, Mo, W. Columns:σref, kgs/cm2; Ea,

kgs/cm2; α×106, 1/0C; ∆Ts,
0C.

TABLE 7.6: Relation between the safe pulsed heating temperature and melting temperature (rows:

Cu, Mo, W; columns: ∆Ts,
0C; To,

0C; To+∆TS, 0C; To+∆TS, K, Tmelt, K; (To+∆Ts)/Tmelt)

P τ
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The values of ∆Ts   and  in tables 7.5 and 7.7 cannot be considered very accurate,
they will be refined as more experimental data becomes available. However, there is no
doubt that those values are approximately correct.

4.1.2  Number of pulses before surface destruction

Experiments show that pulsed heating with  exceeding the safe value for a particular
metal eventually leads to surface destruction. In the beginning the metal works just fine
but after a certain number of pulses its surface temperature rises sharply. This is where so-
called erosion begins, i.e. metal peels off, melts, intensively evaporates and sprays out
from certain surface areas. Let us find a physical model which explains the effects
observed and gives the number of pulses vs. heat load dependence. Such a theory was pro-
posed by V.A. Khmara in 1970 [40,41]. The main ideas are described below.

The equilibrium concentration of empty vacancies in metal is given by

, (7.17)

where nv - number of vacancies per mole; n - number of atoms per mole; Uv - vacancy cre-

ation energy, cal/mole; R - 2cal/mole×0C.

When the temperature cycles N times from T1 to T0 the number of vacancies irreversibly
accumulated in metal is

, (7.18)

where A is a constant.

TABLE 7.7: Safe value of  (rows: Cu, Mo, W; third column is in W ×s1/2)P τ

P τ
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As the vacancies accumulate the bonding energy which holds the atoms together goes
down. In a mole of metal this energy decreases from evaporation energy U down to

. (7.19)

The time before the metal breaks apart (destruction time) is given by

. (7.20)

Energy∆U   doesn’t change between the pulses. If we assume td=0.01s and is equal to the
time between the pulses we get

, (7.21)

and from 7.19

. (7.22)

There is no data on Uv in the reference literature. Let’s derive it as a function of evapora-
tion energy U. The simplest physical model is the following. Consider a cubic crustal lat-
tice. Each atom has six neighbors. If a vacancy completely destroys the bond between an
atom and one of its neighbors but doesn’t affect the other bonds then the energy of an atom
drops by 1/6. The same drop is experienced by the neighbor with which the bond was lost.
Therefore, the vacancy creation energy is 1/6 +1/6 of the full bonding energy of an atom,
which is equal to evaporation energy. Comparison of evaporation energies and vacancy
creation energies [41] showed that

. (7.23)

Experimental studies of A for some metals showed that A<50. Substituting   Uv=U/3,
A=50, R=2 into 7.22 we get the main formula

. (7.24)

V.A. Khmara [41] uses td=1s and Uv=0.3U, which gives a slightly different (B.P.) formula.
We think, however, that our values of   td=0.01s and Uv=U/3 are more relevant.

For most cases the second term in square brackets in (7.24) is negligible. This allows for a
more convenient representation of (7.24)
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, (7.25)

where ∆T - pulsed temperature rise,0C; T0 - equilibrium T, K; U - evaporation energy,
cal/mole; N - number of pulses required for surface destruction.

It follows from the theory above that metal destruction should occur for any value of tem-
perature, i.e. for any electron flux power. This contradicts the safe pulse heating tempera-
ture concept described earlier as well as the operational experience of low power EVD
where the destruction of metal has never been observed. To remove this contradiction we
will assume (contrary to [41]) that this theory only holds for region∆T ≥∆Ts.

Physically this limitation can be explained as follows. Metal has to have a sufficient num-
ber of non-uniformities for irreversible accumulation of vacancies. If a plastic deformation
occurs during a pulse then it will create enough non-uniformities for irreversible vacancy
accumulation. This is not the case for elastic deformation. Mathematically A=0 in the
elastic deformation region but it suddenly changes to A=50 in the plastic region.

Let’s return to the formula (7.25). Calculated dependencies of∆T vs. N for Cu, Mo and W
are shown in fig. 7.13. Also shown are horizontal regions of this dependence correspond-
ing to a safe pulsed temperature rise (table 7.5).

∆T 0.0723U

Nlog U
U 50T0–
----------------------log 1.22+ +

------------------------------------------------------------------- T0–=
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Reference [41] doesn’t take into account the theory limitations caused by the elasticity
limit. To show the error if one neglects that boundary, we dashed the falling curves beyond
the applicability region of (7.25), i.e. where∆T <∆Ts.

Similar curves are drawn on (7.14) for pulsed power vs. number of pulses. Note that from

7.3 and 7.25 for∆T ≥∆Ts the maximum value of  is

. (7.26)

Curves shown on 7.13 and 7.14 should be considered approximate. They must be refined
according to experimental data. However, as a first order approximation they cause no
doubts.

The theory considered in this chapter doesn’t take into account temperature gradients and
thus cannot find the destruction depth. It also finds only the number of cycles before
destruction and doesn’t study the kinetics of the destruction process. Therefore this theory
should only be thought of as a first stage of development of a more general one. The full
theory of metal destruction by pulsed electron fluxes will be developed in the near future.

FIGURE 7.13: Pulsed temperature rise in0C vs. number of pulses
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5.0   Chapter 7 - Conclusion

Maximum temperatures of electrodes in CW EVD are limited by the metal evaporation
rate (see Chapters 3, 4, 5). For a pulsed regime, maximum temperatures are much lower
than in CW. They are defined by the creation rate of non-uniformities. The increase in
number of non-uniformities leads to metal destruction. EVD devices break not because of
metal surface destruction or single particles leaving the surface but rather because of the
rapid temperature rise of surface elements separated by cracks from the main body of the
metal.

Effects caused by pulsed heating often surprise both designers and consumers of vacuum
electron tubes. For example, a powerful amplifying tetrode used to work reliably for thou-
sands of hours in the output cascade of a radio transmitter. However, it started malfunc-
tioning one hundred hours after it was installed in a TV transmitter. The immediate cause
of failure was the evaporation of a copper anode.

Therefore, copper in the tetrode didn’t evaporate when it worked in CW for radio trans-
mission but it evaporated intensively during TV transmission use. As it turned out evapo-
ration was caused by synchro-impulses that transmit after each frame of a TV picture
broadcast. These pulses caused non-uniformities to accumulate in the copper surface layer
during the first hundred hours of normal work and then led to rapid evaporation of that
layer.

Magnetron cathodes have a smaller lifespan for pulsed devices than for those working in
CW. It is possible that one of the reasons decreasing the lifetime is pulsed heating of the
cathodes caused by reversed electron bombardment.

Pulsed heating may be created not only by electron flux but also by conducting currents.
There have been cases of design versions of EVD that broke down because of pulsed heat-
ing of metallic films on dielectric. Those films are sometimes made to form a desired elec-
tric field pattern. In other cases they are unintentionally created during the soldering
process. Anode voltage turn-on causes a film to charge. When it charges or discharges it
has currents flowing inside. These currents heat up the film. It tries to expand but the
ceramic underneath prohibits it. Consequently, the film gets deformed and after many
deformations loses connection with the ceramic. This prevents a heat flux into the latter.
The film overheats, evaporates and causes electric breakdown. Similar phenomena are
observed in computer chips namely thin film wires coated on a dielectric burn out after
many current pulses have flowed through.

All these examples show the wealth of pulsed heating effects in modern engineering appli-
cations. To find the laws that govern those effects and to find the theory and calculation
methods for those phenomena is a task for the immediate future.
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